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Award-winning Pianist and Composer

“Possessing perhaps the most maturity and artistry of all was Jennifer Nicole Campbell…a
sensitive colorist and intelligent musician, Ms. Campbell reflected total immersion in her
music. She is already a full-fledged artist, and she brought the evening to a fitting close.”
- Rorianne Schrade for New York Concert Review; New York, NY
“Jennifer is very special, not only as a beautiful pianist, but as a thinking artist…she is a
composer herself, and is really able to get into the heart of a piece, and project it’s inner
statements.”
- Robert Sherman, WQXR and WFUV Radio Host
“When playing Schubert’s Sonata in A Major, D.959, from the second Campbell’s tendons
had triggered the hammers to hit that Steinway’s strings the crowd’s ears were at peace…”
- The Griffin, Canisius College
“A pianist can play a piece with technical perfection and an audience will be impressed.
But they won’t dance. They won’t weep. They won’t understand how the composer was
feeling when he composed his music. Fortunately, there’s Jennifer Nicole Campbell to fill in
the gaps…whether she’s imagining the fiery angst of an impassioned Chopin, or painting a
picture of a moon-lit night, Campbell is always present, always feeling.”
- David Bjorkgren, Delaware County Culture Vultures
“Pianist Jennifer Campbell appeared as both performer and composer, offering Perceptions of
Shadows…This is an intensely introspective piece, showing that as shadows change with time,
so do our perceptions of life’s struggles. This work proves that Campbell is not only an
acclaimed pianist but a composer of great insight and sensitivity.”
- Delaware Arts Info Blog
“Your variations are a kaleidoscope of cultural melody lines that have floated in our music
Ethernet for years. Excellent job of integrating your variations into a cohesive and inspiring
composition. Your fine pianism brings out colors and textures that other piano players
would never dare have imagined. Your technique is up to the challenge and you never fail to
deliver cleanly phrased melody lines with vibrant rhythmic movement.”
- TAXI Music
“This young woman’s maturity far exceeds her age and precocious musical ability. While she
thrives on performance, Ms. Campbell takes joy in touching people’s hearts with her music.”
- Delaware County Times
“Jennifer has a natural feel for sculpting beautiful phrases…she exudes talent, intelligence,
and maturity in everything she does.”
- Brian Ganz, pianist

